
RED BULL RACING


SPECIAL EDITION

TAG HEUER FORMULA 1



THE CHAMPION’S WATCH

To celebrate the alliance between 


Red Bull Racing and TAG Heuer, a brand-new version of 

the TAG Heuer Formula 1 Red Bull Racing Special Edition 


has been released. This outstanding new co-creation 

embodies the mutual values shared by TAG Heuer and 

the Red Bull Racing Formula 1 team and pays tribute to all 

Red Bull Racing fans.



Super-LumiNova®

Indexes and hands are treated with white 


Super-LumiNova® for increased readability at full 

speed.

BRACELET

This timepiece is available in two different watch 

versions, one with a stainless-steel bracelet and 

one with a blue rubber strap, offering the choice 

between a sporty look with the rubber strap or a 

more elegant appearance with the stainless-steel 

bracelet.

CASEBACK

The caseback of the watch is also engraved with 

the words “RED BULL RACING FORMULA ONE TEAM 

SPECIAL EDITION”. 

DIAL

The blue sun-brushed dial with a customised 

minuterie features vibrant yellow and red touches. 

The Arabic numeral indexes are directly inspired by 

racing car speedometers, and a subtle reference in 

the form of a line above the 5 and 7 numerals was 

designed to evoke the starting line of a Formula 1 

track. 

CASE

While creating this special edition, the designers at 

TAG Heuer worked closely with the Red Bull Racing 

team to co-create this unique timepiece using all 

the graphic codes of the Formula 1 team. The bold 

colours of the RBR team are highlighted in subtle 

touches.

KEY FEATURES





REFERENCE

CAZ101AL.FT8052

KEY FEATURES

MOVEMENT


Quartz

FUNCTIONS


Minutes-seconds-hour-date-

chronograph

CASE


Steel fine brushed, polished case

BEZEL


Aluminum blue tachymeter fixed 

bezel

DIAL


Blue sunray brushed dial


Indexes with white Super-LumiNova®

SIZE


43 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


200 m

BRACELET


Textured blue rubber





REFERENCE

CAZ101AL.BA0842

MOVEMENT


Quartz

FUNCTIONS


Minutes-seconds-hour-date-

chronograph

CASE


Steel fine brushed, polished case

BEZEL


Aluminum blue tachymeter fixed 

bezel

DIAL


Blue sunray brushed dial


Indexes with white Super-LumiNova®

SIZE


43 mm

WATER RESISTANCE


200 m

BRACELET


Steel 3 rows bracelet

KEY FEATURES





Discover more on tagheuer.com 


or find a boutique near you.

https://www.tagheuer.com/
https://www.tagheuer.com/stores



